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Figure 1: AeroRigUI: (a) users are tangibly interacting with everyday objects, controlled in the air by (b) RigBots – self-propelled 
swarm robots with a reeling mechanism. AeroRigUI provides controllability of objects and deployability in everyday spaces, 
allowing for applications such as (c) dynamic lighting, (d) tiltable storage container, and (e) interactive astral representation. 

ABSTRACT 
We present AeroRigUI, an actuated tangible UI for 3D spatial embod-
ied interaction. Using strings controlled by self-propelled swarm 
robots with a reeling mechanism on ceiling surfaces, our approach 
enables rigging (control through strings) physical objects’ posi-
tion and orientation in the air. This can be applied to novel inter-
actions in 3D space, including dynamic physical afordances, 3D 
information displays, and haptics. Utilizing the ceiling, an often 
underused room area, AeroRigUI can be applied for a range of 
applications such as room organization, data physicalization, and 
animated expressions. We demonstrate the applications based on 
our proof-of-concept prototype, which includes the hardware de-
sign of the rigging robots, named RigBots, and the software design 
for mid-air object control via interactive string manipulation. We 
also introduce technical evaluation and analysis of our approach 
prototype to address the hardware feasibility and safety. Overall, 
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AeroRigUI enables a novel spatial and tangible UI system with great 
controllability and deployability. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Aerial rigging is a well-developed, widely used stage technique 
for suspending and controlling performers in the air, specifcally 
seen and performed in aerial circuses and dance performances 
[10] or in Broadway stage productions [33]. In these aerial arts, 
performers are rigged in mid-air using ropes and strings attached 
to the ceiling, and their 3D position can be controlled freely [67]. 
The aerial rigging technique can turn a conventional 2.5D stage into 
a 3D spatially immersive show, giving the audience the illusion of 
actors jumping high, levitating in the air, or fying to the moon. The 
technique allows for the actors to move dynamically in 3D space, 
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swinging from left to right, front to back, and low to high, which 
gives intrinsically dynamic physical expressions. Additionally, the 
technique is often used to efectively attract and move audiences 
with its quality of aesthetic expression by defying gravity and 
performing beyond the foor, the conventional stage. 

In our research, we consider that the quality and benefts of 
aerial rigging can be applied to HCI research, specifcally in the 
domains of spatial user interfaces and tangible UIs. We believe that 
the technique has signifcant potential to enrich our physical space 
with dynamically moving 3D objects to provide users with tangible, 
physical, spatial, and dynamic experiences. It can even add extra 
aesthetic qualities to everyday life found in aerially rigged perfor-
mances. We envision a future of our everyday environments similar 
to a theater environment with aerially rigged objects, dancing and 
foating in 3D space. 

In this paper, we introduce AeroRigUI, a novel type of actuated 
tangible user interface (A-TUI), that leverages a dynamically moving 
rigging robotic system on a ceiling surface to control physical 
objects in mid-air. Specifcally, we deploy mobile swarm robots 
onto overhanging ceiling surfaces, allowing them to actuate reeling 
strings and control objects in the air. Our system can control the 
3D position (x, y, z) of rigged objects using a single string, as well 
as the orientation (yaw, pitch, roll) when using multiple strings. 

While prior research in HCI has proposed spatial tangible dis-
plays and user interface systems with diferent engineering tech-
niques such as magnetic levitation [37], acoustic levitation [43], 
drones [51] or string-based vertical object control [12], our ap-
proach has unique advantages in controllability (e.g. lifting heav-
ier objects, 6 DoF control, large control volume), as well as deploy-
ability (e.g. less noise, relatively easy to install on ceilings), that 
open up novel interaction design and application spaces. 

In our paper, we introduce the design space of AeroRigUI that 
overviews our general approach, and enabled interaction design 
opportunities which provide new afordances and haptic design. To 
explore the design space, we implement a proof-of-concept proto-
type based on two self-propelled robots equipped with a custom 
design reel mechanism, referred to as RigBots. Our implementation 
also incorporates software to manipulate rigged objects’ positions, 
which are processed with our robot movement calculation pipeline. 
We have conducted a series of technical evaluations to model and 
understand the hardware capability, which is crucial to assess and 
improve the system’s usability with regard to safety and accuracy. 
This study has provided us with improvement in the design and con-
trol of our prototype. With the proof-of-concept implementation, 
we demonstrate applications to present the capability of AeroR-
igUI’s spatial interaction design opportunities. The applications 
include room organization, interactive data physicalization, and 
animated crafts / kinetic art. Overall, AeroRigUI contributes to the 
spatial user interface design by enriching our physical environment 
with computationally controlled A-TUI systems that feature its 
strength in controllability of mid-air objects for interaction, and 
deployability of the approach for everyday space. 

Our contributions include: 

• An introduction of AeroRigUI, a general approach for design-
ing 3D spatial tangible interaction based on ceiling swarm 
robots rigging physical objects in mid-air. 

• A concept and design space of AeroRigUI that lays out the 
overall design architecture, actuation capabilities, and inter-
action design. 

• A proof-of-concept implementation based on commercially 
available wheeled robots, and software development with 
a user control workfow and robot movement calculation 
pipeline. 

• A model and evaluation of AeroRigUI and RigBot prototypes 
to reveal the hardware feasibility and guide for improving 
usability and safety. 

• Applications to demonstrate the interactions design capabil-
ity and use cases of AeroRigUI. 

• A discussion of the limitations and future work to share 
future research opportunities. 

2 RELATED WORK 
AeroRigUI’s contributions build upon prior research in (1) Actuated 
and Mid-Air TUIs, (2) String-driven UI and Kinetic Displays, (3) 
Swarm UIs, and (4) Ceiling Robots. 

2.1 Actuated and Mid-Air TUIs 
Advanced research and development in actuated and shape-changing 
tangible UIs has been explored in the past few decades, where re-
searchers sought to embody dynamic digital computation with 
mechanically actuated objects to develop novel physical interaction 
[2, 11, 47, 48, 50]. Within such eforts, developing haptic and tan-
gible interfaces in mid-air has been explored to bring the physical 
and tangible interaction not only onto the desktop but also into 
the 3D space. While many graphical systems have been developed 
to create 3D volumetric graphical images in mid-air, researchers 
have worked to physically render digital information in the 3D 
space. To add a sense of touch to the graphical image in the air, 
haptic researchers have developed non-contact haptic systems to 
provide haptic feedback via acoustic and aerial actuators [9, 55, 58]. 
While such non-contact haptics approaches lack tangibility, other 
researchers have investigated developing interfaces that manip-
ulate physical objects mid-air. These interfaces utilize levitation 
technologies such as acoustic ultrasonic levitation [19, 20, 43, 44], 
air jet [3, 32, 58, 72], magnetism [37], or drones [6, 51]. Here, the 
levitating objects bring about mid-air 3D displays that allow for 3D 
and spatial tangible displays and interactions separate from that of 
tabletop TUIs [60]. 

AeroRigUI draws inspiration from these 3D mid-air A-TUI sys-
tems but introduces a novel approach to this research stream with 
aerial rigging: a technique to suspend objects in mid-air controlled 
by reeling strings using swarm robots on the ceilings. Our system 
creates new tangible and haptic interactions that cannot be done 
with previous levitation techniques. Through mobile robots and 
ceiling support structure, compared to other approaches, AeroRigUI 
features controllability, and deployability, which are detailed at 
the end of this section. 

Additionally, other works have been investigated to enable room-
scale actuation, mainly for Virtual Reality. These approaches em-
ploy technical means such as foor-robots [62], ceiling-fxed moving 
belts [5], or foor-embedded actuating pins, [24, 64, 66]. Our work 
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partially contributes to this stream of room-scale haptics through a 
novel approach that employs swarm mobile robots on ceilings. 

2.2 String-based UI/Kinetic Display 
AeroRigUI’s approach is informed by string-based kinetic sculp-
tures such as Kinetic Sculpture - the Shapes of Things to Come by 
ART+COM [4], Morphing Cube [69], and BLOOM SKIN [68]. By 
controlling the position of suspended objects in mid-air, these ki-
netic sculptures provide graceful string-based actuation from above, 
display ambient information through actuated rigged elements, and 
allow users to walk amidst the 3D display, becoming fully immersed 
in it. 

In the domain of HCI, string-based actuation is commonly used 
in the domain of haptics to render virtual forces [7, 14, 52]. Among 
them, the SPIDAR haptic user interface has a history of development 
based on a general approach of controlling motorized string with a 
reeling mechanism mounted on a frame to provide multi-directional 
variable force feedback to users’ fngertips or hands [53]. While 
earlier developments were designed to be mounted on users’ body 
parts in desktop areas, some variations of SPIDAR were introduced 
to control graspable objects with 6DoF force feedback [23], or to 
scale up to a room-scale force feedback interface [7]. We were 
inspired by the string-based actuation of SPIDAR that provides 
granular multi-directional force feedback, and intended to apply 
this actuation technique for spatial A-TUI systems. 

In addition to haptics, most recently, STRAIDE [12] was presented 
as a string-based actuation approach to 2.5D shape-changing inter-
faces that allow for interaction with attached elements that can be 
actuated vertically (up-and-down). STRAIDE is designed with self-
contained actuation towers that can be rearranged into diferent 
forms, such as an array, line, circle, etc. 

While many of the above approaches are based on reeling mech-
anisms fxed to certain locations, our approach in AeroRigUI intro-
duces the employment of swarm robots to fexibly and dynamically 
control the position of the reeling mechanism itself to provide richer 
controllability of the rigged/suspended objects. As prior research 
has largely investigated objects moving only up and down (1D), 
our approach can control x, y, and z (3D), when controlled with a 
single string, and can be extended to control yaw, pitch, and roll for 
6D controllability, using multiple strings. 

2.3 Swarm User Interface 
In recent years, a variety of research has been explored on the 
topic of Swarm User Interface (SUI) [35], which employs a swarm 
of self-propelled robots to communicate digital information tangi-
bly. Researchers have proposed diferent applications with SUIs to 
provide force feedback [30, 65], to bring modularity with passive 
mechanical shell attachments [40], to assemble modular bricks [73], 
or to control on stages for appearing and disappearing expressions 
[41]. However, many of these systems have been constrained to 
table-top surfaces as an interaction area, with the exception of 
UbiSwarm [29], which partially explored on-wall surfaces. By de-
ploying swarm mobile robots to the ceiling surfaces, we expand a 
whole new dimension as an interaction area in the room-scale 3D 
space. 

2.4 Ceiling Crane, Robots and Puppeteering 
Robots 

Prior research and technology outside of HCI have also extensively 
informed the design and functionality of AeroRigUI. For example, 
ceiling mount cranes (or overhead cranes) are machines that are 
integrated into industrial environments to help workers to move 
large, heavy objects for manufacturing or assembling [36, 45]1. 
These cranes commonly consist of environmentally installed rails 
and, actuating reeling units, hoists, that move overhead across the 
space to help manipulate objects. 

Robotics researchers have explored the development of robots 
that can locomote on unconventional surfaces such as walls [22, 
31, 70] and ceilings [8, 17, 26, 59]. They have explored diferent 
techniques to stick to the surfaces, such as dry adhesives [31], 
vacuuming [71], or granular jamming [16]. Magnetic adhesion – 
employing magnets to stick to ferromagnetic surfaces [22, 57, 70] – 
is a common approach in robotics that AeroRigUI also employs for 
wheeled robots. The idea of developing ceiling robots that manipu-
late our physical environment is presented by robotics researchers 
[17, 18, 26, 54], although these systems tend to be bulky and cumber-
some to be easily deployed to physical environments. The closest 
robotic implementation to our system are works by Jochum et. 
al., and Sato et. al.[26, 54], which requires additional locomotive 
hardware above ceiling surfaces to hold the robots. Our implemen-
tation is relatively easier as it leverages ferromagnetic surfaces and 
magnet-embedded mobile robots. 

Additionally, the robotics community has employed string-based 
actuation to manipulate hanging marionettes using robotic arms 
[27, 74]. Research by Jochum et. al., to use of on-ceiling wheeled 
robots with reeling strings is the most relevant robotic design to 
ours, where they have successfully modeled, and controlled mar-
ionette limbs with ceiling robots [26]. Our work, in addition to 
developing a relatively compact and accessible design, explores 
an actuation system for user interface design by comprehensively 
defning and demonstrating interaction design opportunities and 
application spaces. 

2.5 Positioning of AeroRigUI and Challenges 
Here, we highlight the key characteristics of AeroRigUI as a spa-
tial A-TUI system, categorized in controllability for display and 
interaction as well as deployability to everyday space. 

Controllability features the capacity and efectiveness of mid-
air object control. For example, our approach can control objects 
in 6DoF (x, y, z, row, pitch, yaw), and relatively heavier objects 
(approx. 1 kg) in mid-air. It can also control objects in a room-scaled 
space (both in horizontal and vertical ranges). On the other side, 
compared to other works, there are weaknesses in the resolutions 
of the displayed objects and the maximum number of objects that 
can be controlled. Deployability encompasses the potential to 
be deployed to the physical environment. For example, with the 
ferromagnetic surface and mobile robots, it can be easily embedded 
in the physical environment with efcient use of space. 

There are some critical technical challenges for the approach 
in AeroRigUI, namely, ‘safety’ for robots to drop with excessive 

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Overhead_crane 
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Figure 2: Design Space of AeroRigUI. 

force, or ‘swing’ to reduce the accuracy of control, which are later 
addressed in our paper. 

Overall, the general approach of AeroRigUI, using self-propelled 
reeling robots on the ceiling surface, should open up novel features 
in controllability and deployability that contributes to the state-of-
art in 3D spatial haptic and tangible UI design. 

3 AERORIGUI 
We frst introduce the design space of AeroRigUI (Figure 2). This is 
intended to share the general architecture design as well as interac-
tion design characteristics for fellow researchers and developers. 

3.1 Basic Rigging Architecture 
As in Figure 2(A), AeroRigUI consists of the (1) aerial support stage, 
(2) self-propelled robots equipped with reeling mechanism (referred 
to as RigBot in our paper), (3) strings, (4) connection points, and (5) 
target rigging object. 

Aerial Support Stage. The aerial support stage defnes the space 
that the swarm robots can move on. The scale and height of this 
structure can be adjusted to create small or room-scale interactions. 

RigBots. RigBots are self-propelled swarm robot modules that 
move along the aerial support stage and control the strings with 
their included reeling mechanism. Multiple RigBots can be con-
trolled simultaneously, and they can move and rotate to control the 
string’s location and length. 

Strings. The strings are used to keep objects in the air. String 
lengths can be dynamically adjusted by the RigBots. The number of 
strings connected to each object can be adjusted to create diferent 
swinging or stable motions. While, in our prototype, we mainly 
use transparent fshing strings to make strings less visible from 
a user interaction perspective, the string’s materiality, elasticity, 
color, and transparency could be further explored for customized 
haptic and visual expressions. 

Target Rigged Object. Target rigged objects are the main tangi-
ble body for user interaction, controlled by the RigBots via strings. 
Changing the number and content of the target rigging object may 
bring about diferent interactions, such as display and visualization, 
inter-material interactions, and haptic interactions. 

Connection Points. Connection points are 3D points where 
the string is attached to the object. In the system, one object can 
be attached to one or multiple RigBots via connection points to 
perform diferent movements. 

3.2 String-based Actuation Capability and 
Interaction 

A range of actuation capabilities and interactions can be covered 
with the generic confguration of AeroRigUI (Figure 2(B)). 

Degrees of Freedom for Motion and Rigging Mechanism 
AeroRigUI can translate objects in X and Y directions by RigBots 
moving on the aerial support stage, and also move in the Z direction 
by adjusting the string length. When the objects are controlled by 
more than three strings, they can additionally control more degrees 
of freedom, including yaw, pitch, and roll[34]. 

String-based Afordances and Constraints One of the unique 
design elements, we explore with AeroRigUI, is how we can control 
the objects’ afordance and constraints by customizing the number 
of controlling strings. With single-string rigging, the objects can 
swing freely. This afordance may be useful for dynamic interactions 
with fewer constraints that allow users to move freely within the 
single-string constraints. Secondly, when objects are connected 
with two strings, the rigged object would be constrained for 1D linear 
swing. This also allows for haptic constraints that, for example, are 
used for 1D slider input with tactile constraints. Thirdly, when 
objects are constrained with more than three strings, their motion 
is most constrained to be stabled in a 3D position. 

While there is an implementation trade-of that making objects 
stable in the air without swing requires more RigBots and strings 
(which would take up more space on the ceiling), designers of 
AeroRigUI could utilize and customize the swinging constraints 
according to their intended interaction applications and balance 
this trade-of. 

Haptic Interactions and Height Afordances The rigged 
objects in the air can aford diferent types of haptic interactions 
such as touch and move as the objects become tangible and graspable 
UI elements. With the above-mentioned diferent string constraints, 
the afordance for users to touch and move the objects can be 
customized. 
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Additionally, with the capability of controlling the object’s po-
sition anywhere in the 3D space, their positioning can aford ad-
vanced bodily interaction, especially with diferent heights, which 
we call height afordance. For example, positioning objects high 
near the ceiling can infer that they should not be touched by users, 
and bringing in lower positions could induce diferent actions for 
users (e.g. chest height for touching, leg height for kicking). Such 
interaction techniques shall be practical for interaction design, such 
as kinesthetic learning applications. 

Display / Visualization As for the interactive utility of AeroR-
igUI, it can be used for display and visualization. It can support 
diferent kinds of visual and tangible 3D expressions such as 3D 
Animated Expression to convey semantic physical and dynamic 
character, as well as 3D Data Physicalization to physically represent 
abstract data [25]. 

Dynamic Room Installations With AeroRigUI, everyday room 
installations can be dynamically reconfgured. For example, lighting 
on a ceiling can be controlled to adapt to user interactions, and 
reconfgurable plane can be controlled to act as dynamic space 
separators, curtains, or projection screens. 

Inter-material Interaction Another utility of AeroRigUI is 
Inter-material Interaction, which is a mode of interaction for ac-
tuated and shape-changing UIs to control other passive objects 
[15]. With AeroRigUI, special types of objects can be rigged to act 
on other objects. For example, AeroRigUI can control containers, 
moving them towards the users to pick up objects and store them; 
AeroRigUI may also actuate grippers to actively handle, grab and 
release passive objects in a room. 

4 HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION: RIGBOT 
PROTOTYPE DEVICES 

In this section, we introduce the implementation and technical 
details of the proof-of-concept prototype of AeroRigUI. The over-
all system of our prototype is based on RigBots, an overhanging 
ferromagnetic ceiling stage, and a computer to control the system 
(Figure 3). 

Figure 3: System Overview of Implementation of AeroRigUI 

4.1 RigBot Hardware Implementation 
We designed two RigBot modules, (1) the regular RigBot, and 

(2) a heavy-load edition of RigBot. The heavy-load edition has a 
higher rigging weight but a slower reeling speed. In this section, 
we introduce the implementation of the RigBot hardware. 

Figure 4(A) and (B) show the design of the regular RigBot, a cylin-
der shape composed of two embedded toio robots and 3D printed 
mechanical parts. It is 64mm diameter and 82mm tall. One toio robot 
handles locomotion on the ceiling surfaces, while the other is used 
to control a reeling mechanism by spinning on top of the other toio 
robot. RigBots are equipped with magnets so it can be easily sticked 
to ferromagnetic ceiling surfaces. To increase the payload capacity 
of the RigBot, we intended to maximize the magnetic adhesive force 
between the RigBot and the ceiling. We attached two disc-shaped 
neodymium magnets (6mm diameter, 1.5mm thickness, 0.39kg pull 
force with 0.5mm distance from the ceiling) on the bottom of each 
toio robot (as implemented in HERMITS[40]), and embedded an-
other two more cylindrical neodymium magnets (9.5mm diameter, 
12.5mm thickness) inside the 3D printed shell as depicted in Fig-
ure 4(A). These additional magnets are positioned 2.5mm from the 
ceiling (we found this gap to be the shortest distance away from 
the ceiling while ensuring the magnets does not hinder RigBot’s 
movement). The original pull force of this additional magnet is 
4.77kg. However, with the distance of 2.5mm from the ceiling, its 
pull force is now 0.77kg 

Figure 4(A) shows an exploded-view drawing of a RigBot, that 
details the internal mechanism. For the reeling toio, the spinning 
motion was translated to the reel via bevel gear mechanism. The 
reel is threaded with 4+ meters of clear nylon fshing wire (0.3 
mm diameter, 7.6 kg load capacity). Due to the toio’s capability 
in localizing their positions and orientation, the robots are able 
to identify their position on the ceiling and the amount of reeling 
rotation. The enclosure cover was designed to hide the reeling 
mechanism, though, in our work, we demonstrate without the 
cover to present the mechanism. 

Additionally, we also designed and implemented a heavy-load 
RigBot module capable of controlling heavier objects. The heavy-
load edition has the exact same design as the regular RigBot except 
for a changed gear ratio (Figure 4(C)). We leveraged gear reduction 
to create a higher output torque for the robot to rig heavier objects. 
While the regular edition has a 2:1 gear ratio, the heavy load edition 
has a 1:5 gear ratio. However, the lower gear ratio comes with the 
trade-of of a reduced rigging speed–it will take much longer time 
for the object to achieve its target Z position. Another trade-of 
of the heavy load edition is its lower payload capacity due to its 
heavier weight (details outlined below). Users could utilize diferent 
RigBot editions according to the application and rigging objects. 

As for the specs of our RigBot prototypes, we have measured 
three diferent weights for each of the RigBot editions (regular 
and heavy-load). The regular RigBot weighs 0.151kg. Its payload 
weight, evaluated by steadily pulling it down with a force gauge, 
is 0.940kg (9.21N). The rigging capacity, the weight the rigging 
mechanism can pull up, was measured as 0.260kg (2.55N). For the 
heavy RigBot module, the RigBot itself weighs 0.163 kg, its payload 
capacity weight is 0.860kg (8.43N), and it has a rigging capacity of 
0.718kg (7.04N) (2.76x the rigging capacity of a regular RigBot). In 
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section 6, we investigate, analyze, and evaluate the payload capacity 
in diferent conditions. 

Figure 4: Design of the RigBot module. A) CAD Design and 
exploded view of its parts. B) Close-up view of RigBot regular 
edition on aerial support stage. C) Close-up view of RigBot 
(heavy load edition). 

4.2 Aerial Support Stage and Overhanging 
Magnetic Toio Mats 

We designed an aerial support stage for the RigBots to travel on, as 
seen in Figure 5. The magnet mounts hold modular toio mats with 
ferromagnetic sheets [13] on the ceiling using magnetic adhesion. 
We put 12 pieces of A3-sized toio mat together, creating a 1260mm x 
1188mm aerial stage. The modular construction provides fexibility 
and deployability in everyday space. 

4.3 Rigged Objects 
Diferent rigging objects were fabricated and prepared for our pro-
totype. We outline them in three categories: (1) single-string rigged 
objects, (2) multi-string rigged objects, and (3) mechanical rigged 
objects. These objects range from 1 gram to 318 grams as annotated 
in Figure 6. 

Single-string Rigged Object (for 3DoF) - Simple objects, such 
as planets in the solar system and ofce supplies (Figure 6a), are 

rigged with a single string. These rigged objects can move with 3 
degrees of freedom (x,y,z) controlled by a single RigBot. 

Multi-string Rigged Object (for 6DoF) - We use multiple 
strings (2-5) to rig objects such as curtains and lights (Figure 6b). 
With multiple strings, we are able to control not only the object’s 
position but also its orientation (yaw, pitch, roll). 

Mechanical Rigged Objects - The mechanical rigged objects 
include a gripper, a trash container, a marionette, and a puppet 
bird (Figure 6c). On top of controlling these objects in 6DoF, we 
use the strings to actuate specifc parts of these objects to produce 
advanced tasks, interactions, and expressions. 

The functionalities of each rigged object are further demon-
strated in our applications. 

Figure 5: Design of Aerial Support Stage: Overview of Stage, 
Ceiling Support Structure and CAD model of Magnet Mount 

4.4 Modular string connectors 
We designed modular string connectors to (1) increase usability for 
the users, making objects easily attachable and detachable, and (2) 
ensure the safety of our system. Two types of connector mecha-
nisms were developed: (1) magnet and (2) hook. Users may choose 
between the magnet or the hook depending on the rigged object, as 
the magnet suits high-swinging applications, while the hook suits 
better for lifting heavy objects. 

To ensure the safety of our system, for the magnetic connectors, 
we design a magnetic connector whose magnetic adhesive force 
is under the payload capacity of the RigBot. Currently, a RigBot’s 
payload capacity is 0.94 kg. For our magnetic connector, we use a 
cylinder-shaped magnet of 6.35mm diameter and 6.35mm thickness. 
We covered the magnet with a 3D-printed enclosure with a 1.2mm 
thickness. With the added thickness, its magnetic adhesion force 
is decreased from 1.88 to 0.8 kg. This is right under the RigBot’s 
payload capacity. Thus, if a user pulls on the rigged object with a 
force that exceeds our system’s payload capacity, this mechanism 
will ensure that the object becomes detached from the magnetic 
connector and the rest of the AeroRigUI system. This prevents a 
RigBot from falling of the ceiling, which can be a safety hazard. 

5 SOFTWARE TO CONTROL ROBOTS 
We have developed software including a GUI that allows users 

to control rigged objects and a control pipeline that calculates robot 
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Figure 6: (a) examples of single-string rigged objects: solar-
system planets, pen holder; (b) examples of multi-string 
rigged objects: reconfgurable curtain, rigged TUI, moveable 
light; (c) examples of mechanical rigged objects: trash con-
tainer, puppet bird, gripper, marionette. (d) types of modular 
string connectors: hook, magnet, and magnet with hook 

movement based on the user inputs. The software is developed 
using Processing (Figure 7). 
5.1 User Workfow 
To fexibly control diferent rigging objects and conditions, we 
design a user workfow that consists of two phases, (1) setup & prep 
and (2) control (Figure 7A). While phase (1) allows users to set up 
the physical hardware as well as the confg parameters of rigging 
objects for the software, phase (2) allows for real-time control based 
on the parameters set in phase (1). 

In the setup & prep phase, the user frst inputs the number 
of target rigged objects in the system, the number of connection 
points on each object, and the distances between each connection 
point for each object. Then, the user may command the robots to 
calibrate the string length by reeling up their strings to the top, 
before attaching the object for control. 

In our GUI, we have also developed Payload Tool for users to 
verify the payload conditions on the left side of the GUI before they 
start to rig objects, to help users to improve safety, minimizing the 
risk of the RigBots to drop from the ceiling. This tool was derived 
from our models of payload capacity created based on our technical 
evaluation (detailed in the following section 6). In this tool, as the 
user inputs the rigging object weight and the number of RigBots, 
our software calculates the payload capacity of the system and 

verifes that the object weight is safe enough to be rigged. The 
software also derives the maximum acceleration and string angle of 
the system based on the payload capacity. The GUI also informs the 
user whether the given condition is safe with the following criteria: 
if the object is under the payload capacity with a maximum angle 
less than 15 degrees, we consider the system to be safe; if the object 
is under the payload capacity with a maximum angle greater than 15 
degrees, we give users a caution message to remind them that they 
may run into safety risks (we chose 15 degrees as rigged objects 
generally don’t swing more than 15 degrees, with the exception of 
special cases when users purposefully pull the rigged object at a 
large angle); and if the object exceeds the payload capacity, we give 
the user a warning and set the maximum acceleration to 0 so that 
RigBots will not be able to move. (*Refer to section 6 about how 
angle and acceleration afect the payload capacities.) 

In the control phase, we have implemented a GUI system that 
shows 3D visualization for users to simulate the relationship be-
tween rigged objects and RigBots, and a control panel for users 
to control the state of objects, depicted in Figure 7A. The right 
side of the control GUI features basic object control parameters. 
Users may switch between objects to control, choose between real-
robot control and simulation on visualization, etc. With this GUI 
control, users can control the rigged object’s position without con-
sidering each robot’s position, thanks to our back-end pipeline for 
calculating robot movement, which is detailed in the next. 

Users may also choose between the three modes of RigBot move-
ment and adjust the RigBot maximum acceleration. The range of 
the acceleration control bar is capped at the derived maximum 
acceleration from the payload capacity. 

5.2 Robot Movement Calculation Pipeline 
We create a calculation pipeline in Processing that maps users’ 
inputs into concrete robot movements (Figure 7 B). Overall, we 
abstracted our pipeline into three stages: (1) Target and Confg, 
(2) Abstracted Kinematics, and (3) Concrete Robot Control. In the 
Target and Confg stage, we take the user inputs from the setup & 
prep phase of the user workfow as static variables, and the inputs 
from the control phase as dynamic variables. From the static vari-
ables, we instantiate abstract coordinates called connection points 
to mark the points of contact between the object and the string. 
And from the dynamic variables, we instantiate the target object 
conditions (X, Y, Z, yaw, pitch, roll, and stability) – instructed by the 
GUI control. Then, at abstracted kinematics stage, these inputs 
are passed throw the target ftting process, where new connection 
points are calculated based on the target object position. The next 
stage maps the X and Y values of the new connection points to 
RigBot positions, and the Z values to string length. Lastly, during 
the concrete robot control stage, the new RigBot positions and 
string lengths are passed in to generate translation and rotation 
commands for each toio robot, which are wirelessly communicated 
via Bluetooth with a Raspberry Pi controller [40]. 

5.3 Additional Control Methods: Hand-tracking 
and Joystick 

Besides the control with the GUI, we implemented two supplemen-
tal input methods to control and interact with AeroRigUI: (1) hand 
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Figure 7: User Workfow and Robot Movement Calculation Pipeline. 

tracking and (2) joystick control. On the GUI, these optional control 
modes can be activated. These control methods were employed to 
demonstrate some of our applications. 

Hand-tracking: For hand-tracking, we use Google’s Medi-
aPipe2, which can track the 3D positions of the hand joints (21 
points in total) using an RGB image input. The tracking software, 
developed in Python3, communicates the tracked coordinate points 
to our Processing software via a local socket. We mounted a USB 
camera on the ceiling or the foor, depending on the area in which 
we track the hand. Adapting to diferent mounting confgurations, 
we manually calibrate and convert the input fnger positions to be 
mapped on our 3D visualization, as shown in Figure 8. 

With this setup, we were able to develop diferent methods to 
control objects with diferent hand gestures, such as mapping the 
6DoF of the palm to the orientation of the toy bird (Figure 8a), or 
mapping fnger positions to the limbs of a marionette (Figure 17c). 
We also implemented detecting tangible interaction with rigged 
objects by developing collision detection between the hand and the 
rigged object. In this way, our system could detect how users were 
moving a graspable object in the air (Figure 8b). 

While future implementations could employ an advanced track-
ing system with highly accurate 3D hand-tracking and a wider 
tracking area (e.g. OptiTrack 3), our implementation is sufcient 
for a preliminary exploration and demonstration of a range of ap-
plications. 

Joystick Control: In addition to hand-tracking, we also em-
ployed a joystick controller, embedded with three joysticks. Their 
inputs were detected by an Arduino UNO and passed to Processing 
via serial communication. As each joystick has 2DoF reading capa-
bility, resulting in a total of 6DoF inputs, we used three joysticks 
to control one target object’s 6DoF (x, y, z, roll, pitch, yaw). When 
there were multiple objects, a GUI was used to switch between 

2https://google.github.io/mediapipe/solutions/solutions.html 
3https://optitrack.com/ 

the objects to be controlled. Each joystick was embedded with an 
additional press switch, used to activate additional mechanisms, for 
example, the grab & release mechanism of the gripper (Figure 6b), 
and the open & close mechanism of the trash can (Figure 6c). 

Figure 8: (a) hand-tracking control for gesturally manipu-
lating a bird toy, (b) detecting touch and moving tangible 
objects in the air via hand-tracking. 

6 MODELING AND EVALUATING AERORIGUI 
AND RIGBOT PROTOTYPE 

We found several crucial technical factors that need to be modeled, 
analyzed, and evaluated to better understand the capability and 
limitations of our approach toward a usable interactive system. 
Specifcally, we assessed and analyzed (1) payload capacity, (2) swing, 
and (3) DoF control accuracy to ensure the safety, stability, and 
usability of our system as a physical display and interaction system. 

Such an assessment will help determine and optimize the soft-
ware control and hardware setup (e.g. to help users decide the 
weight of the objects to be rigged). Overall, we hope to provide 
generalized models and design/control guides for future researchers 
and users. In the section below, technical factors (1)-(3) are studied 
and evaluated to understand the system’s capacity through our 
prototypes. 
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6.1 Payload Capacity 
6.1.1 Definition and Basic Model of Payload Capacity. Payload is 
one of the most important technical factors we have identifed to 
make AeroRigUI a robust and safe interactive system. We defne 
Payload as additional force the RigBot has to handle, including the 
weight of rigged objects as well as external forces acting on the 
objects (e.g. force exerted from user pulling). Due to the nature of 
our approach – sticking mobile robots embedded with magnets 
onto ferromagnetic ceiling surfaces – there is a clear limitation 
in the payload the robots can sustain until they detach and drop 
from the ceiling, a huge safety risk. We defne this as Payload 
Capacity: the maximum force a RigBot can sustain before the RigBot 
detaches from the ceiling. In this section, we intend to analyze how 
the payload capacity is afected by diferent technical factors based 
on the system’s variables, so that we can provide insights into 
minimizing the risk of RigBots dropping from the ceiling. 

Before discussing the extended technical factors, we frst intro-
duce the basic model for the payload capacity(Figure 9 left). As 
the illustrated model [a] shows, a RigBot sustains a payload � – 
consisting of the weight of a rigged object ��� and an external 
force �� �� (model [a1]). Generally, the Payload has to be smaller 
than Payload Capacity ���� (model [a2]), to ensure the robots don’t 
fall from the ceiling. Here, we defne Basic Payload Capacity, 
����� , as a primitive payload capacity used to model further fac-
tors in payload capacity. ����� is represented as �� − �� �, where 
the magnetic adhesive force between a RigBot and the ceiling is 
represented as �� , and the gravitational force acting on the RigBot 
is �� � (model [a2]). Hence, larger �� and smaller �� � results in 
larger basic payload capacity. 

As reported in section 3.2, the basic payload capacity of our 
prototype was measured to be 0.94kg, or 9.4N. While our basic 
model shows the essential factors of payload capacity, in reality, we 
observed that a RigBot’s payload capacity is also afected by other 
technical factors, including [b] string angle, [c] RigBot acceleration, 
and [d] number of RigBots. With this, we analyze and present a 
general model for each factor ([b-d]) below that is derived based on 
technical evaluations with our hardware prototype. Our fndings 
are depicted in Figure 9 as well. 

6.1.2 Payload and String Angle. In the AeroRigUI setup, the angle 
of the string, � , can be varied in diferent cases(Figure 9 [b]). With 
our hardware prototype, we found that pulling a RigBot at an 
angle lowers the payload capacity due to introducing a horizontal 
component of the pull force to the RigBot, resulting in the robot to 
tip. To better understand how the angle afects the payload capacity, 
we have quantitatively evaluated it with our prototype hardware 
and developed a model. 

Technical Evaluation: 
To measure the relationship between string angle and payload 

capacity, we attached a Newton Force Meter Spring Scale (capacity 
0-10N, readability 0.2N, accuracy +/- 1%) to the end of the string 
of a RigBot [b1]. We measured angles between 0-25 degrees with 
5-degree increments. For each angle, we measured the average 
amount of pull force it took to break the magnetic attraction of the 
RigBot, whose results are reported in [b2].. 

Model, Analysis, and Implication: With this result, we can 
derive a model [b3] whereas the string angle � increases, the pay-
load capacity drops with respect to a constant variable �� (in our 
case, this is -0.025 Newtons/degree). 

This analysis of the string angle’s relationship with payload 
capacity informs us to minimize the string angle to minimize the risk 
of RigBots dropping. A concrete solution is to develop kinematic 
constraints to limit the user from pulling the rigged objects at 
greater angles. Another solution is to reduce the swinging amount 
generated by robot motion control when the rigged object’s weight 
is right under the payload capacity. 

6.1.3 Payload and RigBot Acceleration. Since AeroRigUI is a dy-
namic system, where RigBots dynamically travel across the ceiling 
surface horizontally, it is important to consider how their motion 
afects the payload capacity. Through our preliminary observation, 
we found that increasing the acceleration � (depicted in [c]), has 
resulted in lowering the payload capacity. We believe that when the 
RigBot accelerates, the pull force from the rigged object increases 
due to the load moving in a non-inertial or accelerating frame. 

Technical Evaluation: 
To quantify how RigBot acceleration afects the payload capacity, 

we set up a RigBot with a fxed string length and attached weights 
(accuracy +/- 20g) [c2]. We moved the RigBot between two fxed 
points 25.0 cm apart, varied the RigBot acceleration, and observed 
at what weight the RigBot detached from the ceiling to measure the 
payload capacity. With fve diferent accelerations in the range of 
toio’s control capability, we made three measurements to calculate 
the average payload capacity for each acceleration. The result is 
depicted in [c2]. 

Model, Analysis, and Implication: 
This result derives another model for the relationship between 

the RigBot acceleration and payload capacity [c3], where accelera-
tion � negatively afects the payload capacity based on the constant 
variable �� – measured as 3.59 ��2/�. This informs us that the 
system could minimize RigBot acceleration to avoid decreasing 
the payload capacity. This model can be further incorporated into 
our control software to limit the maximum acceleration variably 
depending on the weight of the rigged objects. 

6.1.4 Payload and RigBot Number. One unique feature of AeroR-
igUI is that it allows an object to be rigged by multiple RigBots. This 
allows our system to exceed the basic payload capacity of a single 
RigBot and carry heavier objects, as depicted in [d]. To analyze this, 
we conducted a technical evaluation and derived a model. 

Technical Evaluation: 
We prepared a disc-shaped acrylic plate (diameter 20cm, weight 

146g) that can be attached with 1-4 strings equidistant from each 
other. We varied the number of RigBots to rig this plate and at-
tached a Newton Force Meter Spring Scale (capacity 10N and 20N; 
readability 0.2N; accuracy +/- 1%) at the center of the acrylic plate 
to measure the payload capacity with diferent numbers of RigBots 
[d1]. The strings were kept perpendicular to the ceiling, so the test 
was not afected by the string angles (to eliminate mixed factors 
from [b]). We recorded the force that triggered one of the robots 
to detach from the ceiling and calculated an average from three 
trials for each RigBot number, �, between 1-4. The result is shown 
in [d2]. 
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Figure 9: Payload Capacity Model and Evaluation Diagram that includes [a] the core model and defnition of basic payload 
capacity, and provides analysis of how three technical factors afect the payload capacity ([b] String Angle, [c] RigBot Accelera-
tion, and [d] RigBot Number). 

Model, Analysis, and Implication: 
The evaluation result derives the model on the relationship be-

tween the RigBot number and payload force, where increasing the 
number of RigBots � by one increases the payload capacity by a 
constant variable of �� – in our setup, measured as 5.6 � /������ . 
This result informs that even if a rigging object is heavier than the 
payload capacity of a single RigBot, the number of robots can be 
increased to accommodate the extra weight. Further, when design-
ers anticipate a relatively strong pulling force from users, a rigging 
object can be rigged by more robots accordingly. While more robots 
increase ceiling space usage, a future developer of AeroRigUI could 
handle this trade-of, guided by our model. 

6.1.5 Summary for Payload Capacity. To summarize, we identifed 
three technical factors afecting the payload capacity variably. We 
derived models based on technical evaluations with our prototype. 
We incorporated these factors into our GUI tool to help users handle 
the payload capacity – as the GUI alerts users when the rigging 

object weight is beyond the payload capacity, displays the maxi-
mum angle for specifc rigging objects, and limits the maximum 
acceleration depending on the rigged weight. 

Future studies could look closer into understanding how these 
factors can be integrated into one unifed model, and explore other 
factors afecting the payload. Furthermore, if we can build an ac-
curate simulation model of the hardware, such a tool could help 
optimize the hardware design in the future. In our paper, the study is 
an important frst step to providing insights into payload capacities. 

6.2 Swing afected by RigBots’ Motion 
Swing is another factor that has to be inspected for understanding 
the limitations of AeroRigUI. As the general mechanical design of 
AeroRigUI is prone to swinging – especially when rigging an object 
with a single string – it is important that our system is designed and 
operated with a swing in mind. This is crucial for representing a 3D 
position of rigged objects dynamically. We observed that the many 
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diferent ways the robots travel across the ceiling plane afected 
the swing diferently, which we evaluated and analyzed. 

Prior research in modeling crane control kinematics in an open-
loop control system has addressed the challenge of keeping rigged 
(or craned) objects with less swing while the rigging point moves 
in horizontal directions [21], which is similar to our setup. Based 
on prior research, we have incorporated a control method to reduce 
the swing by controlling the horizontal motion of the RigBots. We 
call this control method Anti-Swing Control and evaluated it to 
understand how it minimizes the swing compared with the other 
two control methods. 

6.2.1 Robots Movement Control Methods. We compared three con-
trol methods of RigBots, as shown in Figure 10A, which depicts the 
velocity curve across time while the robot is moving to a designated 
target from an origin point. All control methods have a cohesive 
parameter named maxMotorSpeed, which defnes the maximum 
speed for the motors of the toio robot during the locomotion. To 
simplify our study and analysis, we designed all the controls to 
make a straight linear motion from an origin to a target. 

The frst control is [a] Ease-Out Control, which enables the robots 
to move towards the target coordinate by starting with maximum 
motor speed, gradually slowing down as it approaches the destina-
tion (we used a function named aimCubeSpeed() within an open 
source toio control code4). Secondly, [b] Ease-in & Ease-Out Control 
directs the robots to gradually increase the speed in the beginning 
and slow down when it gets closer to the target (we have utilized a 
movement control command named Motor control with acceleration 
specifed, within toio API command 5 – with acceleration parameter 
of 5). 

Finally, we have developed [c] Anti-Swing Control based on [21], 
which changes the speed according to a model decided by the string 
length, overall travel distance, and maxMotorSpeed – to minimize 
the swing of rigged objects. While this method is further described 
in [21] and our developed code is shared in a GitHub repo 6, we 
provide a brief explanation here. 

As the velocity curve in Figure 10A[c] depicts (this curve was 
referred from [21]’s Figure 3b and 4b), during the acceleration phase, 
the RigBot undergoes a quick jerk period, in the beginning, to let the 
rigged object start moving within an acceptable swing angle. Then 
a constant acceleration motion will lead the RigBot to approach 
the maximum speed, defned as maxMotorSpeed. At the end of the 
acceleration phase, a damping period, opposite to the previous jerk 
action, is added to eliminate the swing angle that was made before. 
As for the deceleration phase, the RigBot’s velocity is decreased 
linearly as the robot travels toward the target destination. 

6.2.2 Technical Evaluation for Swing and Control Methods. We have 
measured the amount of swing for each control with three diferent 
maxMotorSpeed parameters, 45, 80, 115 – which are parameters 
defned in motor control command of toio 7. The string length was 
varied between 30, 60, 90cm, and the travel distance was set at 60cm. 
The weight of the object was fxed to 21 g. We ran ten trials for 
each condition, and the average was calculated accordingly. 

4https://github.com/MacTuitui/toio_processing 
5https://toio.github.io/toio-spec/en/docs/ble_motor/ 
6https://github.com/AxLab-UofC/CHI2023_AeroRigUI 
7https://toio.github.io/toio-spec/en/docs/ble_motor/#motor-speed-command-values 

Figure 10: (A) Control methods to navigate RigBot to target 
XY positions, (B) evaluation results for swing vs. “maxMotor-
Speed” parameter for each control method. 

The results are shown in Figure 10 B. The [c] Anti-Swing Control, 
adapted from [21], successfully minimized the swing over other 
methods in each conditions. On the other hand, we found a trade-of 
that the time it took for a RigBot to arrive at the target location was 
slightly longer for [c] compared to others with a scale of 1.15 to 
1.5. We incorporated this trade-of into our control system, where 
users can select diferent RigBot control modes depending on what 
they prioritize, either faster speed or less swing. 

6.2.3 Summary of Swing Control. In summary, our study has re-
vealed the importance and applicability of control methods to min-
imize the swing amount, while still, further research could investi-
gate other control methods. Additionally, as swing could also be 
generated through user interaction, future systems could include a 
3D tracking system that allows users to cancel any swinging via an 
advanced closed-loop control. 

6.3 DoF Control Accuracy 
Finally, the control accuracy for all 6 degrees of freedom (DoF) of 
AeroRigUI must be understood to provide usability and control-
lability of our current prototype. As such, we have conducted a 
technical evaluation to assess the 6DoF control accuracy. In this 
section, we outline our evaluation and discuss the results. The 
evaluation method and result are each depicted in Figure 11 and 12. 

6.3.1 3 DoF (x, y, z) Control with a Single RigBot. A single RigBot 
can move an object in the x, y, and z directions as covered in our 
design space. We tested the accuracy of a single RigBot’s XYZ 
translation of the rigged object by moving an object to a fxed target 
position in the GUI from varied origin positions, then comparing 
it to the actual x, y, and z positions of the object. We measured 
the ground truth x-y position by marking the RigBot’s position on 
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Figure 11: RigBot 6DoF control accuracy evaluation methods 
for (A) Single RigBot and (B) Multiple RigBots. 

Figure 12: Evaluation results for the control accuracy of (A) 
3DoF motion for a single RigBot, and (B) 6DoF motion for 
multiple RigBots (study was conducted with 3 RigBots). 

the ceiling (Figure 11 [a1]), and measuring the x and y distance to 
the original coordinate with a caliper. We measured the z position 

using a tape measure (Figure 11 [a2]). We defne the error as the 
absolute diference between the target coordinate and the actual 
coordinate for each direction, with the unit of mm. Figure 12A 
shows our resulting average error and standard deviation from 
running 20 trials. The average error for translation in the x-direction 
is 1.19mm with a standard deviation of 0.51mm, for the y-direction, 
2.17mm and 0.91mm, and for z-direction, 8mm and 5.35mm. The 
larger average error for z indicates the challenge of improving 
the accuracy in controlling string lengths, which could be further 
addressed in the future. 

6.3.2 6 DoF Control (x, y, z, yaw, pitch, roll) with Multiple RigBots. 
For multiple RigBots, we tested the control accuracy for X, Y, and Z 
translations and Yaw, Pitch, and Roll translations. For both studies, 
we utilized three RigBots to rig the acrylic plate used in section 
6.1.4, keeping the strings vertical for rigging, which resulted in 
keeping the rigging point for each RigBot equidistant apart for 15 
cm. 

For XYZ translation accuracy study, we measured the ground 
truth x-y position by pointing a needle from the target coordinate 
onto the rigged acrylic plate and measuring the diference to the 
center point with a caliper (Figure 11 [b1]). We measured the z 
position using a tape measure (Figure 11 [b2]). Our results show 
that the average errors for X, Y, and Z are 3.73mm, 2.80mm, and 
12.85mm, respectively. They have standard deviations of 1.06mm, 
1.42mm, and 2.85mm, respectively. Overall, the average error for 
all three directions is slightly higher than single robot control. 

For Yaw, Pitch, and Roll translation accuracy, we derived the 
error by taking the absolute diference in degrees between the 
randomized target rotation angles in the GUI and the actual rotation 
angle. We measured the ground truth orientation by attaching a 
smartphone to the acrylic plate and using the built-in protractor 
and compass apps to collect data (Figure 11 [b3]). We found the 
average errors for yaw, pitch, and roll to be 1.95, 3.50, and 2.45 
degrees, respectively, and the standard deviations to be 1.05, 1.48, 
and 2.19. 

6.3.3 Summary for DoF Control Accuracy. Our study demonstrated 
our prototype of AeroRigUI is generally capable of controlling 6DoF 
control with errors of < 4 mm for XY transition, < 13 mm for Z, and 
< 4 degrees for Yaw, Pitch, and Roll. In the future, our system can 
be improved for control accuracy in the z-direction by developing a 
closed-loop control with a tracking system for the object’s height. 

7 APPLICATIONS 
We present three application areas to highlight the potential use 
cases within the given architecture and design space of AeroRigUI. 
Along with demonstrating the applications, we also discuss the 
technical challenges derived from our technical evaluation (section 
6) to elaborate on the feasibility. 

7.1 Room Confguration and Control 
For the application of room confguration, we demonstrate a col-
laborative ofce scenario with the integration of AeroRigUI on the 
ofce ceiling that facilitates everyday interactions. To begin, the re-
confgurable surface divides the ofce space into separate spaces for 
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small-group collaboration or individual work (Figure 13a). AeroR-
igUI also moves and rotates ofce objects such as notebooks, boards, 
pen holders, and paper to facilitate the brainstorming process tan-
gibly and physically. As a prior study found that physical post-it 
notes enhance idea generation [25], AeroRigUI has the potential 
to organize ideas and notes in 3D space physically, facilitatedby 
RigBots. Then, the divider reconfgures into a projection screen 
for an ofce-wide meeting (Figure 13b). RigBots can tilt and adjust 
the screen’s orientation when interacting with specifc individu-
als (Figure 13c). While the idea boards and projection screens in 
AeroRigUI are not stably fxed due to their rigging mechanics (not 
ideal for sketching surfaces), the stability could be improved by 
rigging with multiple strings. Furthermore, if a future system can 
better handle and control the swing (e.g. with advanced closed-loop 
control), such a system could utilize swing, for example, to make 
some post-it notes appealing with swinging motions. 

Figure 13: Reconfgurable ofce space for multi-user interac-
tion (a. aerially-rigged space divider, brainstorm board, and 
pen holder for collaborative brainstorming; b. RigBots tran-
sitioning the reconfgurable surface for diferent use; c. a 
rigging projection screen for whole group meeting.) 

Figure 14: Examples of dynamic room fxtures in everyday 
space (a. movable light, b. gripper transporting a cup, c. trash 
container). 

Additionally, AeroRigUI allows everyday room fxtures and phys-
ical objects to be controlled spatially. For example, a ceiling light 
controlled by RigBots could follow the user as they move around 

and/or tilt its angle to shed light on certain areas better to navigate 
them, utilizing 6DoF control interactively (Figure 14a) [1]. A rigged 
gripper can move a user’s cup to remind them to drink water (Fig-
ure 14b). Further, an aerial trash container could approach to a user 
and open the lid to allow for convenient mobile trashing (Figure 
14b). After the trash is thrown into the trash container, it could 
even automatically transfer the trash to a larger trash bin by tilting 
it. As both the gripper and trash can are designed to handle extra 
weight, for safety, the system shall be operated with consideration 
to prevent RigBot from dropping by exceeding the payload capacity. 
Hence, the future design could include a load weight detection 
mechanism. 

While everyday foors or tabletop surfaces can often be dif-
cult to navigate for robotic systems due to clutters of obstacles, 
AeroRigUI, as demonstrated above, enables the augmentation of 
our living space by fully utilizing underused ceiling surfaces. 

7.2 Interactive Astral Representations 
To demonstrate how AeroRigUI leverages its 3D spatial object 

control capability, we present a data representation application 
with fully spatial astronomical 3D data points. For this application 
area, we present two displays, the frst one displaying the solar 
system, and the second one displaying the constellation star 
map. The solar system demo represents the constantly moving 
planetary orbits, while the constellation map demonstrates fuid 
switching from one confguration to another. with these displays, 
we demonstrate AeroRigUI’s great potential to represent spatial and 
abstract information in physical and tangible ways. In the future, 
we envision AeroRigUI displays as efective and attractive museum 
exhibits and classroom displays. 

Figure 15 shows our prototype of an aerially-rigged solar system. 
This demonstration can simulate and replay not only the motion 
of heliocentric planet motions (orbit with the sun as the center, 
Figure 15a top), but also the geocentric (orbit with the earth as the 
center, Figure 15a bottom) orbital motions of the solar system by 
dynamically reconfguring. These physical orbiting displays can 
be manipulated, for example, with another rigged object that acts 
as a slider input (to control the speed of animation) or a 3D joy-
stick (to control the 3D coordinate position of the solar system), 
depending on the string constraints (Figure 15b, c). AeroRigUI’s 
spatial representation capability helps physicalize the perspective 
shifts between the multiple models and helps users understand how 
humans historically interpreted the universe. For the implemen-
tation, as shown in Figure 15b, the camera was mounted above 
the user’s control area to detect the hand’s movement between the 
tangible object and the controller input. One feasibility challenge is 
in minimizing swing, as our anti-swing control was not designed 
for constantly moving targets. This could be improved in the future 
with an advanced control method. 

As for the constellation demo, we physically display constella-
tion patterns in 3D, where individual stars are represented with 
rigged physical objects (shown in Figure 16). While constellations 
are commonly represented in 2D on screens or printed media, 3D 
representations with physical objects could convey extra spatial 
information to deepen the understanding of the star map [38]. Our 
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Figure 15: Examples of Solar Model Representations (a. he-
liocentric vs. geocentric models of the solar-system orbit b. 
user using a mid-air slider to adjust orbit speed, c. user using 
a mid-air joystick to translate the model spatially). 

Figure 16: Constellation Application (a. AR application, over-
laying graphical information onto physical objects, b. a user 
walking through aerially rigged objects to explore the data, 
c. a user touching the physically represented star). 

demonstration further coupled the AeroRigUI’s actuated objects 
with overlaid AR information on a smartphone (Figure 16a). While 
users can interact with the essential data of a 3D star map of each 
constellation through tangible objects, additional information, such 
as connecting lines or constellation names, could be overlaid with 
the AR interface, building on top of an approach in AR and robots 
[63]. Figure 16 b shows a user walking through the aerially rigged 
stars to spatially understand where the stars are located with re-
spect to each other. Also, users may learn more about each star 

Yu and Gao, et al. 

through touch and the AR app (Figure 16 c). For the implementation, 
we prototyped this system using Unity + AR Foundation 8 to build 
the application. We utilized AR Foundation Remote 9, a tool to run 
the AR app on iPhones via Mac OS. 
7.3 Interactive Animated Craft and Kinetic 

Sculptures 
Lastly, we demonstrate an application in mid-air animated craft and 
kinetic sculpture that people can interact with (Figure 17a). With 
hand tracking, the system can map users’ fnger movements to the 
rigged objects’ motions to enable puppeteering interactions [42]. 
One example of a rigged, animated character is a fying bird (Figure 
17b). The yaw, pitch, and roll of the user’s hand can be bonded 
to the bird’s 6DoF motion and fapping motion. Another example 
is a rigged marionette, whose limbs and head can be individually 
controlled with fngers (Figure 17c). While hand-based interaction is 
one of the many potential methods to manipulate and interact with 
rigged characters, other forms of controlling expressive objects in 
mid-air can bring novel expressibility. This application is inspired 
by the aerially rigging technique practiced for theatrical stages 
[46, 49], and we believe it can be extended for diferent utilities in 
interactive kinetic art, entertainment, and human-robot interaction. 

Figure 17: Examples of interactive animated crafts: (a) in-
teractive aerial puppets gesturally controlled by two users’ 
hands, (b) a user making a puppet bird “fy” by tilting their 
hand, (c) a user moving fngers to control the marionette. 

8https://unity.com/unity/features/arfoundation 
9https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/tools/utilities/ar-foundation-remote-2-0-
201106 
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8 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper investigated the frst step towards enhancing our physi-
cal space with ceiling robots rigging physical objects for enriching 
spatial and tangible interaction. To bring this research further, there 
is a range of limitations and challenges that we would like to share 
as future research opportunities. 

8.1 General Limitations and Challenges in 
using Rigging Mechanisms 

While the string-based rigging mechanism brings unique benefts 
for spatial interaction, during our implementation process of the 
prototype, we encountered difculties related to rigging. 

Swinging: While we have minimized the swing generated with 
the robot’s motion by introducing an Anti-Swing control method 
([21]), swings could be further mitigated by applying other swing-
elimination techniques [39, 39, 61]. Hardware modifcations with 
damping materials could help eliminate swings. In addition, the 
system could also cancel the swing generated by external forces, 
such as human interaction, by tracking the swing of the rigged 
objects in 3D and adjusting robot motion in an advanced closed-
loop control. Furthermore, our research could take advantage of the 
swing by intentionally generating swings with desired frequency 
and magnitude to create haptic feedback with impacts. 

String Entanglement: String entanglement is another issue 
that our approach may encounter when multiple robots are moving 
with an excessive swing. Though minimizing swing can reduce 
the chance of entanglement, hardware modifcation, for example, 
strings with less friction, could be another way to mitigate entan-
glement. 

Safety: As discussed in the technical evaluation, safety is a cru-
cial factor to be addressed since a RigBot can drop from the ceiling 
in certain conditions. In addition, to further improve safety and 
maximize payload, we could implement hardware changes, such 
as optimized wheels with strong, attractive magnetic force to the 
ceiling or rails in a grid on the ceiling for RigBots to travel along. 
Additionally, to avoid any injury or hardware damage in unfore-
seen circumstances, covering the hardware with soft cushioning 
materials should be considered for practical usage. 

8.2 Hardware Design 
General Robot Design and String: While we employed toio 
robots to demonstrate the concept of AeroRigUI, developing custom-
designed robots could improve the system’s capability. For example, 
if we could use smaller robots, we could reduce the minimum gap 
between aerially rigged objects to improve the resolution of mid-air 
physical display applications. Similarly, selecting or engineering 
RigBot properties (e.g. speed, lifting force, sizes, etc.) would be 
an essential practice for future designers and researchers to build 
interactive applications that satisfy their goals. 

Exploration of diferent string types (elasticity, stifness) and 
how they afect properties such as stability and haptics is another 
direction we could take. Future research could even utilize actuated 
fber materials for reeling strings to enrich haptic interactions and 
object movement expression [28]. 

Improving Reconfgurability: While the toio robots were em-
bedded in our RigBot implementation, future implementation could 

employ a docking and undocking system, similar to HERMITS [40]. 
In such a way, the core self-propelled robotic component, for exam-
ple, toios, may dock and undock from diferent passive mechanical 
shells that have diferent types of strings and connectors attached 
to them. This could increase the number of rigged objects a single 
(or fewer) robot can control, reducing the cost of the system as well. 

Furthermore, the reconfgurability feature could be implemented 
to allow RigBots to attach and detach to diferent objects for control 
fexibly. Such a feature could be built by updating our current 
design, where we used magnet connectors or hooks to change 
rigging objects manually. 

Battery and Charging: Currently, we have observed that our 
system is capable of more than two hours of operation with con-
stant actuation thanks to the toio hardware. Future systems could 
incorporate self-charging stations on the ceiling that allow wireless 
charging for idle robots to maximize robot working time on the 
ceiling without manual intervention. 

Ceiling Surfaces: Our ceiling surface implementation has a 
relatively simple design with a combination of a ferromagnetic 
metal sheet and a tracking mat for toio. As the available toio mat 
is limited to a dimension of 1260mm width and 1188mm length, 
the future prototype could overcome the scale limit by introducing 
scalable tracking methods. Additionally, as we envision our system 
to be integrated into everyday space / ceilings, improved methods 
to easily turn any ceiling surface into an AeroRigUI-ready surface 
could be explored. Ideal methods are those integrated into tradi-
tional ways we customize our living space, for example, by pasting 
wallpapers. 

Towards Allowing for Robust Tangible Interaction: While 
the current system has essential limitations from users’ external 
forces failing the system that users have to be careful when interact-
ing with the system, we believe there are approaches to building a 
system to allow for robust, tangible interaction. One promising ap-
proach is to learn from SPIDAR [52], where the reeling mechanism 
is back-drivable. Additionally, future RigBot hardware could incor-
porate extra actuators to increase the magnetic attraction when 
the device expects tangible interaction by users. In such a way, 
the RigBots can still travel across the surface when the magnetic 
attraction is switched of. As physically actuated spatial UI systems 
are inherent with afordance for tangible interaction, these techni-
cal eforts shall bring our system to allow for robust tangible and 
embodied interaction. 

8.3 Software Control 
There are several opportunities in software control as well. For 
example, some other advanced control could be implemented to 
provide closed-loop haptic feedback that could provide users with 
variable force or compliance feedback [52]. We wish to improve 
our GUI further to make it accessible and easy to use for a broad 
set of users to design interaction and display with AeroRigUI. 

8.4 Further Applications and User Study 
Beyond the applications presented in our paper, AeroRigUI has 
a broader space for applications when combined with other user 
interface modalities. For example, for VR and AR domains (where 
room-scaled haptics have been investigated in recent years [5, 24, 
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62, 64, 66]), AeroRigUI can move haptic props from the ceiling with 
full control of objects in 3D space. This could be a relatively feasible 
and cost-efcient way to provide room-scale haptics. In this case, 
it is important to develop advanced control, for example, where 
mid-air haptic props can be actuated in response to users’ hands 
reaching out. 

Another future application is kinesthetic learning(e.g. learning 
motor skills), which often involves spatial understanding of people’s 
bodies [56]. We believe AeroRigUI can tangibly support such bodily 
applications as our preliminary exploration shown in Figure 18, for 
example, to assist a badminton racket’s 6DoF motion for novice 
player (a), or for soccer players to practice making contact with 
a ball from any height (b). While the current implementation has 
difculty stably supporting this application due to the payload 
capacity limitation, it would be an exciting direction with future 
prototypes. 

Figure 18: Our preliminary exploration for kinesthetic learn-
ing application: (a) rigged badminton racket with motion 
playback, (b) soccer practice by leveraging height afor-
dances. 

Other everyday living and working scenarios can be a great 
space to explore, including dining/cooking experience, factory au-
tomation, as well as 3D material fabrication/crafts, where advanced 
object tracking and control may need to be incorporated. 

To investigate more interactive applications, user evaluations of 
how people interact, interpret and perceive rigged physical objects 
should be conducted. Specifcally, we could evaluate the efective-
ness of height afordances and the string-based dynamic haptic 
constraints on users in everyday circumstances. We would also like 
to conduct a workshop to allow designers, artists, or even children 
to develop their custom applications with our system to test our 
GUI and system capabilities further. 

8.5 Enriching Space by Coordinating Robots on 
Floor, Ceiling, and Wall 

Lastly, we ambitiously envision a future where RigBots on ceiling 
surfaces can be coordinated with other mobile robots in the physical 
space, either on the foor, table, or wall. While rigging objects only 
from the ceilings cause limitations, such as the directionality of 
force, this future system could dynamically rig and control physical 
objects from diferent surfaces in space [22, 41]. While there are a lot 
of technical challenges, orchestrating robotic systems on diferent 
room surfaces can be a grand approach to enriching our physical 
space dynamically, reconfgurably, and adaptively. 

9 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we introduced AeroRigUI, a novel approach for de-
signing mid-air spatial tangible experiences based on mobile swarm 
robots with reeling mechanisms. We introduced a modular hard-
ware system with an overhanging ceiling structure, and shell and 
magnet modifcations to of-the-shelf mobile toio robots. We ex-
plored diferent rigging methods and how this approach introduces 
various types of actuation, control, and afordance for interaction 
design. Technical evaluations were introduced to analyze and access 
the technical challenge for the system, including payload capacity 
and swing. A range of potential applications was demonstrated with 
our implementation, including 3D data physicalization, interactive 
animated craft and kinetic sculptures, and room reconfguration. In 
all, we hope our work inspires future research on the enrichment of 
physical space with mobile robots on room surfaces for advanced 
deployability and controllability. 
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